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Crystal Children reflect the new generation that has come to the Earth plane after the Indigo

Children. They are approximately ages 0 through 5, although some members of the first wave of

Crystal Children are as old as 7. These children are like Indigosâ€”highly psychic and sensitiveâ€”but

without the dark edge and the anger energy. Â Â Â Â Â  The term Crystal Children is already taking

hold worldwide, and people everywhere are talking about these special kids. Since Doreen is the

only researcher who is publicly giving speeches on the subject, her audiences have been asking her

for a book on the topic. Itâ€™s a natural sequel to her book The Care and Feeding of Indigo

Children.Â Â  Â Â Â Â Â  As babies, Crystal Children may take longer than normal to begin talking.

They are highly telepathic, and their tuned-in mothers communicate with them nonverbally. Because

theyâ€™re so sensitive, the Crystal Children babies may fuss and cry a lot in crowded places.

Theyâ€™re also very fond of nature. Doreen once watched one Crystal Child walk from tree to tree,

giving each one a big hug. Â Â Â Â Â  Crystal Children are beautiful inside and out, like magnificent

little high-priests and priestesses. One look in their eyes, and youâ€™ll recognize Divine love and

wisdom. Their auras are bright, radiant, and opalescentâ€”they seem to glow from the inside! They

talk about past lives, distant galaxies, and profound insights concerning peace and love. Most

Crystal Childrenâ€™s parents are aware that their kids are special, and theyâ€™re thrilled to be

parenting such delightful children. Â Â Â Â Â  The book includes many interviews with Crystal

Children, their parents, and teachers. It discusses parenting and teaching methods that are

essential to keeping these children happy and healthy, and how to avoid pitfalls that could spoil their

special gifts. The book ties in to a Website called www.crystal-children.com that Doreen is

preparingâ€”an Internet site for Crystal Children and their parents where they can post messages

and read relevant articles.
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Most individuals are born into earthly existence to struggle and grow through lives of primarily

earthly focus. However, there is a sizable minority of souls whose focus, and origin, is not of this

earth. These are the Earth Angels as Dr. Virtue terms them. They are not here primarily for material

and mundane concerns. Rather, they are the light workers put here for higher reasons- to teach, to

protect, to heal.This well produced little pocket guide is a well organized introduction to all

categories of "Earth Angel":1) The actual incarnated angels who come from the ranks of the beings

historically termed angels (to heal and serve), 2) the incarnated elementals who originate in the

realm of nature spirits (to protect the natural realm- and enjoy themselves while doing so), 3) the

star people from extraterrestrial, if not extra-dimensional, origins (to heal, help, and keep our

civilization from committing species-wide suicide), 4) the walk-ins from many realms (those who

take the opportunity to make use of a life and body that would have otherwise been wasted) and 5)

the wise ones with old souls and many previous incarnations as sorceresses, priestesses, wizards,

or shamans (to teach and practice the mystic and magical.)You know deep down whether your

primary focus, your center, lies in this world or the next. Yet, both the test in this book, as well as the

nicely done descriptions of each of the specific categories serve as reassuring validation. And there

is a reason that so many of us are here at this time. As the author points out, the old systems such

as governments, corporations and churches are beginning to fall. Teachers, guides, councilors are

needed to light the path towards a better way.

I was really disappointed with this book. A very large amount of the text is dedicated to quotes from

parents, no other real substance. Every parent thinks their child is special and gifted, this book

simply indulged the bragging rights of these parents.I also found that many of the descriptions of the

children simply matched well known behaviors for the relevant age group. Having third party

evaluations, instead of the parents, would have been more useful.

This phenomenal, groundbreaking book was nominated as Spirituality Book of the Year in the 2003

Kindred Spirit Awards, in the category of spiritual books. Kindred Spirit is the UK's leading



spirituality magazine.This is an excellent book for people who are interested in spirituality and have

a sense of being "different" in some way. Dr. Doreen Virtue outlines 5 different types of "earth

angels" and includes information on how to know if YOU are an "earth angel." The book also

contains helpful guidance for you if you identify with one or more of the earth angel groups. If you

enjoyed reading Doreen's book "Healing with the Angels," you are sure to enjoy this book as well.

There are interesting anecdotes from people who relate to being an earth angel, as well as key

physical characterisitics for recognizing other earth angels on our planet.I thoroughly enjoyed

reading this book- it contains fascinating and helpful information for many people on a spiritual path.

It is particularly helpful to people who may have a sense of not "fitting in," as it explores why earth

angels feel this way. If you feel drawn to this book, you will most likely learn something new about

yourself in the course of reading it.

Never one to embrace the concept(s) of reincarnation (don't we have enough to deal with in this

lifetime?:), along with the idea of being just another sheep, grazing with a "different" herd, made me

want to run and play the nearest copy of "I Gotta Be Me"! So, I set aside my analyical mind, "asked"

for some quiet, open space and found... an EXTREMELY enjoyable and entertaining book! Then

came the deeper appreciations: the "short, sweet, and to the point" nature of the book. able to read

in 1-2 sittings, and, yes, the moments of "That's me, too!" Funny how getting answers to the littlest

things, actually gave me peace, like why I hear those li'l high-pitched tones in my right ear, and why

I absolutely HAVE to live near the ocean.Well done, Doreen Virtue! You have a new fan! (And have

given this "lone sheep" some fresh, new light to nibble on!)

This "little" book helped me answers so many questions!! If you are woundering why you like

animals more then people, read this book, if you wounder why you really don't want to be here and

feel pulled in two directions, read thid book. It has helped me and I know it will help you.

Explained a lot of my "weird" behavior. This is the 2nd Doreen Virtue I've read and I'm reading

another now. I find her books to be very helpful and uplifting. If you feel like you're different from

others I would recomend this book.

The book was fine and I even started noticing more children that seemed to fit the description of

Crystal Children around me. Then I realized that maybe I was reading too much into this and will

have to hold my judgement, since most of the information was coming from parents about their



children and I held and propogated similiar views about my children, who are now grown. Don't we

all do this in one way or another? And isn't our society geared to stifle, drug and destroy all our

wonderful children? One good thing about this book is maybe more parents will recognize all

children as gifted and not be so quick to write any of them off. And maybe more of these angels

among us will be protected and recognized. Maybe we grown ups will pay attention too. I

recommend the book as it has prompted me to investigate this further.
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